Growth in 2021 through
New Technologies,
while Balancing Purpose and
New Demands for Data
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ABOUT INTERNATIONALIST INSIGHTS

Building on The Internationalist’s focus on the people and ideas in international marketing, INTERNATIONALIST INSIGHTS was developed
to quickly interpret global marketing trends at scale by surveying of our
worldwide audience. Surveys are generally open for 48 hours--closing after the first fifty responses to provide a specific snapshot of a fast-moving
industry. Interpretation of these results and perspectives are by seasoned
executives, dedicated to a big-picture view of how contemporary marketing is changing business strategy in the digital economy.
ABOUT THE INTERNATIONALIST

The Internationalist focuses on the reinvention of marketing by
connecting the people and ideas in advertising and marketing worldwide
through content, intelligence, thought leadership, community,
collaboration and influence. Marketer driven, it has become a trusted
source for international best practices and is dedicated to the business
needs and challenges of international marketing professionals as they
participate in multinational brand building and aspire to world class
standards. Originally created as a trade publication, The Internationalist
connects a global audience through content, insights and case studies in
print, online and in-person-- via peer-to-peer marketer events including
Dinners, Think Tanks, Awards and Summits- all to better serve the needs
of this community. We are proud to the global partner of the ANA for the
past decade.
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only challenging, but often require new thinking and expanded skills. We
have all experienced accelerated digital transformation that has affected
how we work, how we interact with each other, how we consume media,
and how we relate to brands. While we intuitively understand that a crisis
can spark innovation or refresh our views of what matters most to people,
the marketing industry continues to navigate amid the uncertainty of an
ongoing pandemic to meaningfully express brand values and corporate
messages that resonate on many levels—all while they try to understand
new consumer sentiment.
When asked to choose which marketing issues matter most in 2021,
marketers put BRAND GROWTH and TECHNOLOGY equally at the top of
their lists. Interestingly, EFFECTIVENESS and PURPOSEFUL MARKETING
scored high, as did gaining new CONSUMER INSIGHTS. SEE CHART
BELOW.

Please check AS MANY of these 20 topics that currently matter to you-the ones at the top of your 2021 agenda.
Check ALL those statements that represent what purpose means now:

BRAND GROWTH: Overcoming the Economics of a Pandemic and shifting to an
increasingly Direct-to-Consumer Society.
TECHNOLOGY & MARKETING: No part of marketing or the customer value
chain has been left untouched by technology. What technologies matter most
now?
EFFECTIVENESS & MEASUREMENT: Are New ROI or ROAS standards
emerging?
PURPOSEFUL MARKETING: Assuring that Brand Actions Align with Stated
Brand Visions.
CONSUMER INSIGHTS: Gaining deeper understanding and richer profiling
via Advanced Consumer Intelligence methods.
DATA: Succeeding in a Maturing Data Economy to Maximize Better Outcomes
amid New Legislation through the World.
MEDIA CHANGE: Keeping up with the New and Noteworthy-- from Micromoments to Mass Audiences.
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CUSTOMER CENTRICITY in the EXPERIENCE ECONOMY:
Putting Human Experience at the Center of how Brands Connect
Emotionally, as Brand Value is increasingly gauged on the quality
of an experience.

39.1

%

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE: People are holding businesses
accountable for their actions around sustainability as “self”
interest is becoming “world” interest.

39.1

RE-INVENTING E-COMMERCE: Tracking innovations in
retail technology to enhance the consumer journey and grow
eCommerce opportunities.

34.7

TRANSPARENCY: Understanding the latest developments with
an eye to Building Trust in a Complex Media Ecosystem, while
Eliminating Fraud.

34.7

The RE-DEFINITION & EVOLUTION OF THE CMO: From Voice
of the Brand to Digital Visionary, Experience Leader, Data Expert,
Customer Owner and Growth Driver.

34.7

LEGAL DIVIDE: Can Privacy and Personalization Co-exist?
CREATIVITY NOW: New Concepts of “Campaigns” and DataDriven Ideas that are Changing Trends and Tastes
COVID REASSESSMENT: Transformation to more remote
offerings, while recognizing customer challenges.
BRAND SAFETY & RISK: Protecting your Image and Values
when CONTEXT matters as much as CONTENT.
STAKEHOLDER CAPITALISM: Finding new marketing means
of responding to current social issues and tensions.
AI-GUIDED WORLD: How Artificial Intelligence will help tailor a
customized experience in the customer decision journey.
NEW CONTENT PERSPECTIVES: The Art and Science of Brand
Storytelling, while using content to create an experience.
CHANGING AGENCY, CONSULTING & IN-HOUSE ROLES:
New Possibilities for Collaborative Partnerships across a Range of
Specialized Talent.
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will continue to transform every business on the planet. While it is easier for
marketers to now deliver customized content and tailored advertising at scale,
in an omnipresent pandemic, many are grappling to find meaningful ways to
directly connect with customers and satisfy new performance models. One
respondent commented: “We are seeing a massive shift to addressability and
personalization made possible by data…. showing this approach can increase
ROAS by +50%! This macro topic combines many of the above: media
change, effectiveness, data, technology/marketing aka “martech”, and brand
growth.”
The Internationalist conducted a survey in January 2021, as part of our Internationalist INSIGHTS Survey series,
among marketers worldwide to examine which marketing issues matter most to them this year. These results help
to shape The Internationalist’s content, think tanks and initiatives around marketers’ core concerns.

And while top agenda issues are significantly important, shifting marketing
priorities also underscore how a year like 2020 has affected they ways
marketers now view their roles. Certainly, there is a new urgency. More
than half of those surveyed (56.5%) agreed that “Innovation is not enough.
The speed of innovation is extremely important now.” One respondent
admitted, “Big advertisers don’t move fast enough, and as a result, the
industry doesn’t move fast enough to successfully evolve.” An equal
number also granted that “Understanding changing consumer behavior is
now a priority.” SEE CHART BELOW

How have the events of 2020 changed your marketing priorities? Please
check ALL statements that are relevant to your work.
Innovation is not enough. The speed of innovation is now extremely
important.
Understanding changing Consumer Behavior is now a priority.
Continued Digital Transformation is an urgent concern.
Both Revenue Growth and Cost Reductions are important at this time.
Customer Commitment matters more than ever as we aim to be more helpful
and more relevant.
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Data: How we Source, Organize and Utilize Data is now key to our Marketing
efforts.
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We are now considering the Lifetime value of a customer.
We are looking deeply at our PURPOSE to better express our role in society.
We are committed to adapting faster and planning for contingencies.
Increasing the Collaboration among Departments is more significant than
ever before.
We aspire to improve our Digital Customer Experience.
We are exploring “Brand Activism” in support of social and environmental
issues.
Interestingly, this year’s study results also reflect a remarkable outpouring
of candid personal comments and a new level of introspection. Many
respondents admitted to having various concerns about “trust”—whether
that pointed to transparency in media or restoring the erosion of consumer
trust. Others talked about worries regarding increased regulation,
particularly in the data and privacy arena, while many expressed an anxiety
about the evolution of media—both online and offline. Most survey
participants admitted to a clear focus on increasing market share, saving
costs, or being able to grow ROI and demonstrate it to shareholders.
This Internationalist INSIGHTS survey provides a snapshot of views
among the marketing community worldwide. The respondent base for
this survey was truly international in nature with 37.5% indicating that they
have global responsibility for their brands. All regions of the world were
represented by the survey participants. Those with responsibility for the
Americas represent 41.6% of respondents, Asia Pacific 8.2%; Europe 8.3%,
and Middle East/Africa 4.1%.
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